Join in with planting a new 4pm
congregation at St Mary’s
God is calling everybody to
come more alive than ever
before in Christ!
St Mary’s is called to plant the
gospel throughout Epping
Forest and beyond, and we
are all involved.
Our vision is for us all to play our part in sending, resourcing,
multiplying, and ultimately revival!

Vision to multiply a new 4pm congregation
It all started with leaders who had a vision and sense of need and
we felt God speaking to us about planting a new congregation as
part of St Mary’s. This is about planting the gospel and
multiplying the kingdom of God to new people.
The leadership team is still developing. Currently there is Ashley
and Hannah Marsh, plus the clergy team. They need others to
join them.
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How starting this new congregation works?
1. Explore – share with church during February with an
invitation to an Explore Meeting for anyone interested on 5
March at 7:45pm at church.
2. Commitment - People to decide and let us know by 19
March if they are committing to the 4pm service.
3. Preparation – Those who have committed meet on 26
March to begin to develop what the new congregation will
look like. Topics include worship, teaching, children’s
provision, style, length, name.
4. Launch – Team sent out on 26 April and first 4pm Sunday
service on 3 May.
Do you sense God’s nudge to join with them and multiply a new
congregation? It will mean making the 4pm congregation your
primary congregation and where you commit to belonging at St
Mary’s. It will also mean committing to getting involved and
participating in some way in the life of the new congregation.
What happens next?
We are hoping for some to feel led to join this new congregation,
while others will sense it right to remain within the 8:45am or
10:30am congregations. If you want to explore this further, the
next step (without committing at this stage) is to come to the
Explore Meeting on 5 March at 7:45pm in church. All are
welcome!
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